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Simulators             
 implementation of models
















A typical design process requires
 Multiple simulations (measurements)
 different design parameters values (e.g. layout features)
 design space optimization
 design space exploration
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 sensitivity analysis
A typical design process requires
 Multiple simulations (measurements)
 computationally expensive (time and memory)
Scalable macromodels
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 Can we do better?
 Yes
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PMOR concepts
Two design space grids are used in the modeling process
 estimation grid 
 validation grid 
Design space
Scalable macromodels
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3D example: Interconnection structure
 Mobile phone application
 10 lines (20 ports)
 etched ground plane 
Data-driven PMOR example
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 CPU time model estimation
 CPU time model validation Design space
Data-driven PMOR example
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Poles
Data-driven PMOR example
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Output
Data-driven PMOR example
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Output
Data-driven PMOR example
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 Design optimization
 minimum S, minimum α
 |S13(s,S,α)| <= -22 dB over [0 - 20] GHz
Data-driven PMOR example
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 Design optimization
 minimum S, minimum α
 |S13(s,S,α)| <= -22 dB over [0 - 20] GHz
 initial values
Data-driven PMOR example
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 Design optimization
 minimum S, minimum α
 |S13(s,S,α)| <= -22 dB over [0 - 20] GHz
 initial values
 optimal values  
Data-driven PMOR example
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Data-driven PMOR example
 Design optimization
 minimum S, minimum α
 |S13(s,S,α)| <= -22 dB over [0 - 20] GHz
 initial values
 optimal values  










































3D example: Spiral inductor
Model-driven PMOR example
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Original order = 801
Reduced order = 91
3D example: Spiral inductor
Model-driven PMOR example
Ly= 0.46 mm Ly= 0.93 mm
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3D example: Spiral inductor
Model-driven PMOR example
Lx= 0.63 mm
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Efficient design activities (excellent speed-ups)
 Multiple simulations (measurements)
 Design space optimization, exploration, sensitivity analysis
Scalable macromodels
Time-domain simulations
• Non-linear drivers and receivers
Stochastic modeling
Conclusions
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• impact of manufacturing tolerances
Models from measurements
• noise to handle
Applications in different domains
Questions
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